International Conference on Sustainability, Technology and Education

CALL FOR PAPERS
Important Dates: Check at the website http://www.sustainability-conf.org

2019
8 - 10 February
Hong Kong

TYPES OF CONTRIBUTION
Full Papers / Short Papers / Reflection Papers / Posters/Demonstrations / Tutorials / Panels / Invited Talks / Doctoral Consortium / Corporate Showcases & Exhibitions

TOPICS OF INTEREST
Sustainability and Education
Education and Training * Accreditation * Green IT and teaching * Sustainability and Green Campus * Education for Sustainability * Sustainability and Curriculum frameworks * Shifting toward Sustainability * Sustainability and Future Generation * Sustainability and e-Society

Sustainability and Leadership
Sustainability and Management * Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainable Design * Sustainable Design and Business Strategy * Sustainability and Accounting * Sustainability and Finance and Economic * Sustainability and Marketing and Barding Technology Development and Innovation at Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises * Sustainability and Natural Resources * Sustainability and Sustainable Design * Sustainability and Ethics * Sustainability and Stewardships * Sustainability, value and business strategy * Sustainability and Social * Sustainability and Culture * Sustainability and Environment * Sustainability and Law * Sustainability and Developed Countries * Sustainability and Developing Countries * Sustainability and SME

Sustainability and Green IT
Sustainability and Social Media * Sustainability and Online Community * Sustainability, Green IT and Internet * Innovation of Green Technologies * Green Procurement * Green IT and Energy * Green IT and e-Waste * Technologies and Green IT * Green IT and Sustainable Design * Green IT Development and Sustainability * Green Supply Chain and Logistics * Sustainability and Green IT Policy and standards * Green IT and Sustainability and escorting to change * Sustainability and Green IT business * Sustainability and Green IT Infrastructure * Cloud computing and virtualization

Organized by:
iadis
International Association for Development of the Information Society

Co-organized by:
Lingnan University (Hong Kong)